Route 127

SEPTA ROUTE 127 CONNECTS WITH THE FOLLOWING NJ TRANSIT LINES AT THE TRENTON TRANSIT CENTER:

- Route 409 to Burlington, M. Holly, Philadelphia (via Rt 130)
- Route 418 to M. Holly and Camden
- Route 600 to Quaker Bridge Mall, Princeton
- Route 601 to College of New Jersey, Hamilton, White Horse
- Route 602* to Pennington
- Route 603* to Mercer Mall, Quakerbridge Mall and Hamilton Marketplace
- Route 604 to East Trenton
- Route 605 to Princeton, Mercerville, Hamilton Square
- Route 607* to Ewing and Independence Plaza
- Route 608 to Hamilton, West Trenton
- Route 609 to Ewing, Quaker Bridge Mall, Mercer County College
- Route 610* to Princeton (Seasonal Service)
- Route 611 Parry St Shuttle
- Northeast Corridor Rail Line to New Brunswick, Newark, New York City
- River LINE to Camden

* Connections can be made in downtown Trenton